
 ▣ Good morning ,
▣  good morning , good 

morning to you.
▣ Good morning,
▣  Good morning 

▣ I’m glad to see you!



▣The motto of our 
lesson is - we see , 
hear , speak ,   do , 

and everything  
will be OK !



Riddles

▣ Small, white pieces of ice 
that fall from the sky, when 

it is very cold. 
▣What is it?





           
            
            Snow



Air that moves quickly. 

What is it?





wind



Drops of water fall down 
from the sky. 

What is it?





Rain



 Very large bright thing 
that you see in the sky in 

the daytime.

What is it?





sun







It’s  time to have a rest



Следите за движениями «веселой» дискетки



Winter forest



MATCH THE SYMBOLS TO THE WEATHER WORDS
Sunny, hot, windy, rainy, cold, stormy, 

snowy, sunny& cloudy, cloudy

sunny

cloudy

windy

rainy

cold

hot

stormy

Sunny and cloudy

snowy



Work in pairs.
Ask and answer the questions using the 

information.
Rome
Berlin
Bombay
Ufa
Baymak
London
Los Angeles
Moscow

S
R
R
C
S
R
Fg
Sn

18 ⁰C
7
30
16
5
10
22
9

S- sunny
R- rainy
C- cloudy
Sn- snowy
Fg- foggy

-What was the weather 
like in Rome?

-It was sunny and 18 
degrees Celsius.



Fill in the gaps

1. It is ____.
2. The winter months 
    are _____.
3. It is ___ in winter.
4. It ____ in winter.
5. The ____ is on the   
    ground and on the   
    trees.
 



Fill in the gaps

1. It is ____.
2. The spring months  
    are ____.
3. It is ___ in spring.
4. Spring is a wonderful
    _____.
5. The sky is ____, 
    the grass is ____.



Fill in the gaps

1. It  is _____.
2. The summer months   
    are _____ .
3. It is _____ in summer.
4. The days are____, 
    the  nights are ____.
5. The sky is ____ , 
    the trees are ____.
6. The flowers are ____ .



Fill in the gaps.

1. It is _____.
2. The autumn months  
    are ____.
3. It is ____ in autumn.
4. The sky is _____.
5. The trees and the  
    grass are _____.
6. A school ___ begins   
   in  autumn. 



 Describe your favourite season. Describe what you can/can't 
do in this season. 
Опиши свое любимое время года: что ты можешь/не 
можешь делать в это время года. 

 

I like winter
spring

summer
autumn

 

because I can

ski
swim in the river
pick flowers
ride a bike
gather mushrooms
play snowballs



Make up sentences

The wind           is sunny          in July

The weather      is grey             in winter

The sky             are short         in autumn

The sun             blows              in summer

The days            snows             in January

 It                      shines             in winter



What is your favorite season?

My favorite season is  ….
… months are …, … and …  .
I like  …  because the weather is  …  and  …  .
In … we can  … ,  ….  and  …
I and my friends usually …
I often wear …., …. and ….
I like …  very much.



THE FUTURE IS IN OUR 
HANDS

We want to see blue seas,
We want to see green trees,
We are defenders of our land.
We want to breath clean air,
We want to show we care,
We know the future’s in our hands.



THE FUTURE IS IN OUR 
HANDS

 We want to see birds fly,
 Up into a clear sky,
 We are defenders of our land,
 We want to see flowers grow,
 To pollution we say, “No!”
 We know the future’s in our hands.
  



Рефлексия

▣ Do you like our lesson?

▣  If you do please, show me the sun.

▣  If you don’t please, show me the cloud 



 


